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• Directly accessible Yt   
by measuring ttH̄ production 

Introduction
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Figure 19. Best fit values as a function of particle mass for the combination of ATLAS and CMS
data in the case of the parameterisation described in the text, with parameters defined as κF · mF /v
for the fermions, and as

√
κV · mV /v for the weak vector bosons, where v = 246GeV is the vacuum

expectation value of the Higgs field. The dashed (blue) line indicates the predicted dependence on
the particle mass in the case of the SM Higgs boson. The solid (red) line indicates the best fit result
to the [M, ϵ] phenomenological model of ref. [129] with the corresponding 68% and 95% CL bands.

6.4 Fermion and vector boson couplings

The last and most constrained parameterisation studied in this section is motivated by

the intrinsic difference between the Higgs boson couplings to weak vector bosons, which

originate from the breaking of the EW symmetry, and the Yukawa couplings to the fermions.

Similarly to section 6.2, it is assumed in this section that there are no new particles in the

loops (ggF production process andH → γγ decay mode) and that there are no BSM decays,

i.e. BBSM = 0. Vector and fermion coupling modifiers, κV and κF , are defined such that

κZ = κW = κV and κt = κτ = κb = κF . These definitions can be applied either globally,

yielding two parameters, or separately for each of the five decay channels, yielding ten

parameters κfV and κfF (following the notation related to Higgs boson decays used for the

signal strength parameterisation). Two fits are performed: a two-parameter fit as a function

of κV and κF , and a ten-parameter fit as a function of κfV and κfF for each decay channel.

As explained in section 2.4 and shown explicitly in table 4, the Higgs boson production

cross sections and partial decay widths are only sensitive to products of coupling modifiers

and not to their absolute sign. Any sensitivity to the relative sign between κV and κF

– 49 –

Higgs-top Yukawa coupling

• Largest Yukawa coupling (yt) in the SM;  
Sensitive to presence of new physics!

• Measurement of yt from global “couplings” fit 
using several prod. & decay modes  
(ATLAS+CMS Run 1 combination: σ(κt) ~15%)

• Mainly indirect constraints from loops in 
ggF & Hγγ vertices (assuming no BSM effects);

2

Motivation

● A�er the Higgs discovery the main focus is on the measurement of its proper�es

● couplings to fermions and gauge bosons

● Top quark is the most strongly-coupled SM par�cle with Yt ~ 1

● Already indirect constraints on the top-

Higgs Yukawa coupling 

● assumes no new par�cles in the loop

● Direct measurement of Yt in tH 

produc�on 

● allows probing new physics in ggH 

and γγH e&ec�ve ver�ces

Higgs produc�on Higgs decay

t,b,? t,W,?

tH produc�on

Search for ttHMark Owen

Backgrounds
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• Background from ttbar+jets estimated using 
MC, corrected to match differential ttbar 
measurements.

• Classification is done using truth level 
information, small differences CMS / ATLAS:

Extensive efforts by ATLAS & CMS to measure 
ttH̄ process during LHC Run 1 and Run 2! 
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• Background from ttbar+jets estimated using 
MC, corrected to match differential ttbar 
measurements.

• Classification is done using truth level 
information, small differences CMS / ATLAS:

Extensive efforts by ATLAS & CMS to measure 
ttH̄ process during LHC Run 1 and Run 2! 

Recent results on direct t tH̄ prod. measurement:  

ATLAS: Evidence:   4.2σ (3.8σ exp)  
(36fb-1@13 TeV) 

CMS: Observation:  5.2σ (4.2σ exp)  
(5fb-1@7 TeV+20fb-1@8 TeV+36fb-1@13 TeV)
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• Background from ttbar+jets estimated using 
MC, corrected to match differential ttbar 
measurements.

• Classification is done using truth level 
information, small differences CMS / ATLAS:

New!
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ttH̄ - Analysis approach
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Broad spectrum of analyses explored to cover multiple final states:

• Large variety of final states - need good understanding of all reconstructed objects  
[e, μ, γ, hadronically decaying τ, jets, b-jets, ETmiss.]. 

• generally smaller branching ratios correspond to better signal-over-background.

Dao Valerio TU Dresden seminar
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✦ bb̄ (57%): largest branching ratio 
[problems with combinatorics]

✦ ττ (6%): use both leptonic and 
hadronic τ decay modes

✦ WW* (22%): further penalties from leptonic 
BR decays, no mass peak reconstruction

✦ ZZ* (2.8%): excellent mass resolution, very 
low branching ratio in fully leptonic 
channels

Higgs boson decay

purity & 
precision

large BR &!
large bkgd

✦ γγ (0.23%): excellent mass resolution

Dao Valerio TU Dresden seminar

t tH̄: which final states?

�10

τ+τ   1%

τ+µ   2%

τ+e   2
%

µ+µ   1%

µ+e  
 2%

e+e 
  1%

e+jets 15%

µ+jets 15%

τ+jets  15%

"alljets"  46%

"lepton+jets""dileptons"

Top Pair Branching Fractions

tt̄ decay

“all hadronic”: difficulties to trigger 
over the event. No neutrinos in the 
final state.

“lepton+jets”: exploit lepton for 
triggering/background reduction. Good 
compromise between purity and statistics. 

“di-lepton”: very clean final state, 
large penalty from small leptonic BR, 
difficult to perform ttbar reconstruction 
with neutrinos

[can also consider final states with hadronically decaying τ]

purity & 
precision

large BR &!
large bkgd

✕✕

�(tt̄H) = 507fb�1 @ 13TeV

1%�(H)

ttH production BR(H) BR(tt)̄

Thanks to excellent detector performance and hard work of object performance groups!
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hadronic τ decay modes

✦ WW* (22%): further penalties from leptonic 
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✦ ZZ* (2.8%): excellent mass resolution, very 
low branching ratio in fully leptonic 
channels

Higgs boson decay

purity & 
precision

large BR &!
large bkgd

✦ γγ (0.23%): excellent mass resolution

BR(H)

ttH̄(bb)   
BR~58%, S/B~1-6%

ttH̄ multi-leptons 
(WW*,ττ,ZZ*)   
BR = 30%, S/B=4-34%

ttH̄(γγ)  
BR = 0.23%, S/B=5-200%

ttH̄(ZZ*→4l)  
BR = 0.01%, S/B=50-500% 

Large BR  
Large background

Small BR  
Purity and precision

ttH̄ - Analysis approach

Categorisation by Higgs boson decay:
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Combined 
13TeV  

@36.1fb-1 
4.2σ (3.8σ exp)
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Large BR  
Large background

Small BR  
Purity and precision

BR(H)

ttH̄(bb)  
 Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 072016 

ttH̄ multi-leptons 
(WW*,ττ,ZZ*)   
Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 072003 

ttH̄(γγ)  
arXiv:1802.04146 

ttH̄(ZZ*→4l)  
JHEP 03 (2018) 095  

ttH̄ - Analysis approach

Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 072003 

Categorisation by Higgs boson decay:

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072016
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072003
https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.04146
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FJHEP03%282018%29095
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072003
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Categorisation by Higgs boson decay:

Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 072003 

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072016
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072003
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-13/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-13/
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072003
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• Fermion-only production and decay; 

• Higgs boson reconstruction possible, but challenging due to 
multiple b-quarks and additional radiation in the final state;

• Irreducible tt+bb ̄background has large theory uncertainty.

ttH̄(bb)
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Jelena Jovicevic - CKM 2016, Mumbai, India 28.11 - 02.12, 2016

• Largest BR ~ 58%
• Multiple b-quarks in the final state

• Higgs reconstruction challenging!

• Large background from tt + jets;

• Significant BR (22% for WW);
• Leptonic decays of W, Z and τ provide 

distinct multi-lepton signatures, but 
Higgs reconstruction is difficult;

• Main background from tt+V and non-
prompt leptons;

• Small BR ~ 0.2%
• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as 

a narrow peak
• Backgrounds form tt+γ, QCD multi 

photon / jet  final states. 
15

ttH final states

Search for ttHMark Owen

ttH Production & Decay

4

• Largest branching ratio, 58%.
• Final state with multiple b-quarks - challenging to 

reconstruct Higgs.
• Large background from ttbar + jets.
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• Largest branching ratio, 58%.
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reconstruct Higgs.
• Large background from ttbar + jets.
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γ
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t

W / Z / τ 

W / Z / τ 

g

g • Fermion-only production and decay; 

• Higgs boson reconstruction possible, but challenging due to 
multiple b-quarks and additional radiation in the final state;

• Irreducible tt+bb ̄background has large theory uncertainty.

• Nominal sample: 5-flavour scheme;

• Relative contribution of t t+̄≥1b subcomponents 
reweighted to t t+̄bb ̄predictions by Sherpa+OpenLoops 
(4-flavour scheme);

Biggest challenge: good and precise modelling of the tt+̄HF (≥1b, ≥1c) background 
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ATLAS  Simulation
t = 13 TeV, ts b-jets

c-jets
Light-flavour jets

• 1𝓵 & 2𝓵 (e,μ), # of jets;

• b-tag score of jets  
(4 working points).

Many categories with very different fractions 
of tt+light, tt+≥1c, tt+1≥b/ttH;
+ Boosted category - events w/ 1 top quark 
and the H→bb in two large-cone jets 

10 CRs
  9 SRs

Categorisation:
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Reco BDT, matrix element & 
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BDT 
ttH vs. bkg.

Categorisation:

10 CRs
  9 SRs

+event  
kinematics, 
b-tag info

• 1𝓵 & 2𝓵 (e,μ), # of jets;

• b-tag score of jets  
(4 working points).
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ttH̄(bb) results
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Dominant systematics

• Modelling of tt ̄+≥1b (±0.46);

• Limited MC statistics (±0.30);

• Jet flavour tagging (±0.16);

• Jet energy scale & resolution (±0.16);

SM
Httσ/Httσ = µBest fit 

1− 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Combined

 combined fit)µ(two-
         Single Lepton

 combined fit)µ(two-
                  Dilepton −0.24 1.02+

1.05− ( 0.54+
0.52−

0.87+
0.91− )

0.95 0.65+
0.62− ( 0.31+

0.31−
0.57+
0.54− )

0.84 0.64+
0.61− ( 0.29+

0.29−
0.57+
0.54− )

ATLAS -1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs

 = 125 GeVHmtot.
stat.

tot ( stat syst )

Significance:
1.4 σ (expected 1.6 σ)

Systematically limited:
Requires improvements from 

both TH and EX communities!

Signal extraction: Binned profile likelihood fit to all signal and control regions.  
Normalisation of t t+̄≥1b and t t+̄≥1c left free-floating in the fit. 

Signal strength: μ=σ/σSM
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ttH̄(multi-leptons)
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• Largest BR ~ 58%
• Multiple b-quarks in the final state

• Higgs reconstruction challenging!

• Large background from tt + jets;

• Significant BR (22% for WW);
• Leptonic decays of W, Z and τ provide 

distinct multi-lepton signatures, but 
Higgs reconstruction is difficult;

• Main background from tt+V and non-
prompt leptons;

• Small BR ~ 0.2%
• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as 

a narrow peak
• Backgrounds form tt+γ, QCD multi 

photon / jet  final states. 
15

ttH final states

Search for ttHMark Owen

ttH Production & Decay

4

• Largest branching ratio, 58%.
• Final state with multiple b-quarks - challenging to 

reconstruct Higgs.
• Large background from ttbar + jets.

•
•

•
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g • Targeting: ZZ*, WW* and ττ decays combined with 
leptonic t t ̄decays - distinct multi-lepton signatures* 

• Higgs reconstruction is difficult.
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tt̄H multilepton: Strategy
• Targeting H ! WW , ⌧⌧, ZZ decay modes, combined with leptonic tt̄ decays
• Main background: tt̄ ) Rely on signature with same-sign (SS) or three leptons
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• Analysis using light leptons (`) and
hadronic taus (⌧had)

• Several orthogonal SRs:
2`SS 2`SS+1⌧had

3` 2`OS+1⌧had

4` 3`+1⌧had

1`+2⌧had

• Light-lepton channels more sensitive to
H ! WW decays

• ⌧had channels more sensitive to H ! ⌧⌧

Ximo Poveda (CERN) October 24, 2017 27

Main backgrounds:

• Irreducible: t t ̄+V and VV -  
estimated from NLO MC & 
validated in data.

• Reducible: Non-prompt e, μ and 
hadronic τ: primarily from decays 
in t t,̄ and prompt light leptons 
with misidentified charge - 
estimated from data;

Categorisation:

(2l (e, μ) of same charge, ≥3l 
(to reduce t t)̄

*Events originating from ttH(ZZ→4𝓵) are analysed within H→ZZ→4𝓵 coupling analysis.
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ttH̄(multi-leptons)
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• Largest BR ~ 58%
• Multiple b-quarks in the final state

• Higgs reconstruction challenging!

• Large background from tt + jets;

• Significant BR (22% for WW);
• Leptonic decays of W, Z and τ provide 

distinct multi-lepton signatures, but 
Higgs reconstruction is difficult;

• Main background from tt+V and non-
prompt leptons;

• Small BR ~ 0.2%
• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as 

a narrow peak
• Backgrounds form tt+γ, QCD multi 

photon / jet  final states. 
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• Largest branching ratio, 58%.
• Final state with multiple b-quarks - challenging to 

reconstruct Higgs.
• Large background from ttbar + jets.
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Signal extraction strategy

Object level discrimination: Isolation BDT to 
reduce non-prompt bkg, Charge misID BDT;

Event level discrimination: Fit or cut on BDT 
output in all categories [except 3𝓵+1τ & 4𝓵]. 

BDT output
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• Targeting: ZZ*, WW* and ττ decays combined with 
leptonic t t ̄decays - distinct multi-lepton signatures* 

• Higgs reconstruction is difficult.
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ATLAS -1=13 TeV,  36.1 fbs

ttH̄(multi-leptons) results
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Significance:
4.1 σ (expected 2.8 σ)

Dominant systematics

• t tH̄ modelling (+0.20,-0.10);

• Jet energy scale/resolution (±0.17);

• Non-prompt e/μ  (±0.14) - large 
contribution from limited CR stat .

New data will improve the precision on 
channels that are still stats. limited and 

help constraining t tZ̄ & t tW̄ background.

Signal extraction: Binned profile likelihood fit across all categories including main 
background control regions.
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• Small rate;

• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as a “narrow” peak; 
Side-bands can be used to estimate the background.

ttH̄(γγ)
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• Largest BR ~ 58%
• Multiple b-quarks in the final state

• Higgs reconstruction challenging!

• Large background from tt + jets;

• Significant BR (22% for WW);
• Leptonic decays of W, Z and τ provide 

distinct multi-lepton signatures, but 
Higgs reconstruction is difficult;

• Main background from tt+V and non-
prompt leptons;

• Small BR ~ 0.2%
• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as 

a narrow peak
• Backgrounds form tt+γ, QCD multi 

photon / jet  final states. 
15

ttH final states

Search for ttHMark Owen

ttH Production & Decay

4

• Largest branching ratio, 58%.
• Final state with multiple b-quarks - challenging to 

reconstruct Higgs.
• Large background from ttbar + jets.
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(New) Analysis strategy:

• Categorisation based on t t ̄decay - leptonic (≥1𝓵) and hadronic (0𝓵) category;

• Further categorisation based on XGBoost BDT discriminant value - 4 hadronic 
and 3 leptonic categories (events w/ low BDT scores rejected).

ttH̄(γγ)
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• Largest BR ~ 58%
• Multiple b-quarks in the final state

• Higgs reconstruction challenging!

• Large background from tt + jets;

• Significant BR (22% for WW);
• Leptonic decays of W, Z and τ provide 

distinct multi-lepton signatures, but 
Higgs reconstruction is difficult;

• Main background from tt+V and non-
prompt leptons;

• Small BR ~ 0.2%
• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as 

a narrow peak
• Backgrounds form tt+γ, QCD multi 

photon / jet  final states. 
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ttH final states
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ttH Production & Decay

4

• Largest branching ratio, 58%.
• Final state with multiple b-quarks - challenging to 

reconstruct Higgs.
• Large background from ttbar + jets.
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g • Small rate;

• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as a “narrow” peak; 
Side-bands can be used to estimate the background.

• Input vars to XGBoost BDT:  
4-vector information of photons (pT/myy), 
jets, ETmiss (both cat), lepton(s) (lep cat), and 
b-tag (had cat);

• Training t tH̄ (from simulation) vs. 
main background - γγ, ttγγ (from 
data CRs), other H (from simulation).

BDT Output
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• Largest BR ~ 58%
• Multiple b-quarks in the final state

• Higgs reconstruction challenging!

• Large background from tt + jets;

• Significant BR (22% for WW);
• Leptonic decays of W, Z and τ provide 

distinct multi-lepton signatures, but 
Higgs reconstruction is difficult;

• Main background from tt+V and non-
prompt leptons;

• Small BR ~ 0.2%
• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as 

a narrow peak
• Backgrounds form tt+γ, QCD multi 

photon / jet  final states. 
15

ttH final states

Search for ttHMark Owen

ttH Production & Decay

4

• Largest branching ratio, 58%.
• Final state with multiple b-quarks - challenging to 

reconstruct Higgs.
• Large background from ttbar + jets.
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S/B=1.85 S/B=1.84

(New) Analysis strategy:

• Categorisation based on t t ̄decay - leptonic (≥1𝓵) and hadronic (0𝓵) category;

• Further categorisation based on XGBoost BDT discriminant value - 4 hadronic 
and 3 leptonic categories (events w/ low BDT scores rejected).

• Small rate;

• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as a “narrow” peak; 
Side-bands can be used to estimate the background.

• Input vars to XGBoost BDT:  
4-vector information of photons (pT/myy), 
jets, ETmiss (both cat), lepton(s) (lep cat), and 
b-tag (had cat);

• Training t tH̄ (from simulation) vs. 
main background - γγ, ttγγ (from 
data CRs), other H (from simulation).
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ttH̄(γγ)
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(New) Analysis strategy:

• Categorisation based on t t ̄decay - leptonic (≥1𝓵) and hadronic (0𝓵) category;

• Further categorisation based on XGBoost BDT discriminant value - 4 hadronic 
and 3 leptonic categories (events w/ low BDT scores rejected).

• Small rate;

• Higgs boson can be reconstructed as a “narrow” peak; 
Side-bands can be used to estimate the background.

• Input vars to XGBoost BDT:  
4-vector information of photons (pT/myy), 
jets, ETmiss (both cat), lepton(s) (lep cat), and 
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50% improvement in sensitivity: 
Changes in analysis strategy + update to the new ATLAS reconstruction software
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ttH̄(γγ) results
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Background estimation and signal extraction performed by simultaneous 
unbinned fit of mγγ spectra (105-160 GeV) in all 7 categories.

• Higgs signal parametrisation: double-sided Crystal Ball function;

• Continuous background parametrisation: smooth function (power-law or exponential)
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ttH̄(γγ) results
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Significance: 4.1 σ (expected 3.7 σ)

Dominant uncertainties

• Statistical (~29%);

• t tH̄ parton shower model (8%);

• photon isolation, energy resolution 
& scale (8%); 

• Jet energy scale & resolution (6%);

Background estimation and signal extraction performed by simultaneous 
unbinned fit of mγγ spectra (105-160 GeV) in all 7 categories.

• Higgs signal parametrisation: double-sided Crystal Ball function;

• Continuous background parametrisation: smooth function (power-law or exponential)
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ttH̄(ZZ*→4l)

• Extremely low rate.

• Clean final state w/ high S/B.

No events observed.  
(exp. significance 1.2 σ)

Very statistically limited!

Categorisation:

Based on t t ̄decay

Hadronic Leptonic

Based on BDT output 
input vars: production and decay kinematics 

including matrix element discriminant (t t ̄H vs. ttV) 

Tight (Had 1) Loose (Had 2)

• Simultaneous fit to all categories;
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ttH̄ combination

 26

Significance
obs.       exp.
1.6 σ     1.4 σ

4.1 σ     2.8 σ

4.1 σ     3.8 σ

   0 σ     1.2 σ

SM
ttHσ/ttHσ

1− 0 1 2 3 4

Total Stat. Syst. SMATLAS

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 - 79.8 fbs

             Total       Stat.    Syst.

Combined   )
0.19

0.21
  ± 0.18 , ±   ( 0.26

0.28  ±  1.32 

H (ZZ)tt < 1.77 at 68% CL

)γγH (tt   )0.17
0.23  ±  , 0.38

0.42  ±   ( 0.42
0.48  ±  1.39 

H (multilepton)tt   )0.27
0.30  ±  , 0.29

0.30  ±   ( 0.40
0.42  ±  1.56 

)bH (btt  0.53 )±  , 0.28
0.29  ±   ( 0.60

0.61  ±  0.79 

Combination

• Contribution from non-t tH̄ Higgs production modes fixed to SM prediction;

• Correlation scheme studied in detail.
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Significance
obs.       exp.
1.6 σ     1.4 σ

4.1 σ     2.8 σ

4.1 σ     3.8 σ

   0 σ     1.2 σ

5.8 σ  4.9 σ

Combination

• Contribution from non-t tH̄ Higgs production modes fixed to SM prediction;

• Correlation scheme studied in detail.
 Observation of ttH̄ production at 13TeV alone! 
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Significance
obs.       exp.
1.6 σ     1.4 σ

4.1 σ     2.8 σ

4.1 σ     3.8 σ

   0 σ     1.2 σ

5.8 σ  4.9 σ

Including Run 1 data improves the sensitivity!  
Observation of ttH̄ production!

*Eur. Phys. J. C 76 (2016) 6 

Combination with measurements  
@7TeV (4.5fb-1) and @8TeV (20.3fb-1)* 6.3 σ   5.1 σ

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjc%2Fs10052-015-3769-y
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ttH̄ cross-section
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combined

�tt̄H(13TeV ) = 670± 90(stat)+110
�100(sys)fb

Compatible with the SM 
prediction

Dominant systematics

• t t+̄heavy flavour modelling (9.9%);

• t tH̄ modelling (6%);

• Non-prompt leptons  (5.2%).

�tt̄H,SM (13TeV ) = 507+35
�50fb
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  Combined data
Stat. only

Total

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 - 79.8 fbs
-1 =  8 TeV, 20.3 fbs

Analysis Integrated tt̄H cross Obs. Exp.

luminosity [fb�1] section [fb] sign. sign.

H ! �� 79.8 710 +210
�190 (stat.) +120

�90 (syst.) 4.1 � 3.7 �

H ! multilepton 36.1 790 ±150 (stat.) +150
�140 (syst.) 4.1 � 2.8 �

H ! bb̄ 36.1 400 +150
�140 (stat.) ± 270 (syst.) 1.4 � 1.6 �

H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4` 79.8 <900 (68% CL) 0 � 1.2 �

Combined (13 TeV) 36.1�79.8 670 ± 90 (stat.) +110
�100 (syst.) 5.8 � 4.9 �

Combined (7, 8, 13 TeV) 4.5, 20.3, 36.1�79.8 � 6.3 � 5.1 �
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BDT had1, mγγ=125.4 GeV

 
Observation of t tH̄ production with a significance of  
                        6.3 σ (expected 5.1 σ) 
Cross-section at 13 TeV: 

Compatible with the SM prediction. 
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Table 3: Summary of the uncertainties a�ecting the combined tt̄H cross section measurement. Only systematic
sources with at least 1% impact are listed. The fake lepton uncertainty is due to the estimate of leptons from heavy
flavor decay, conversions or misidentified hadronic jets. The jet, electron, photon, and tau uncertainties are due to the
reconstruction and identification e�ciencies, as well as the energy scale and resolution. More detailed description
of the systematic uncertainty sources are given in Ref. [10, 13].

Uncertainty Source Uncertainties [%]
Theory uncertainties 11.9

tt̄ modelling 9.9
tt̄H modelling 6.0
modelling of non-tt̄H Higgs boson production modes 1.5
modelling of other background processes 2.2

Experimental uncertainties (excl. template statistics) 9.3
Fake leptons 5.2
Jets, Emiss

T 4.9
Electrons, photons 3.2
Luminosity 3.0
Taus 2.5
Flavour tagging 1.8

Template statistics 4.4

H ! bb̄, and multilepton analyses results in an observed (expected) excess over the background-only163

hypothesis of 5.8 (4.9) standard deviations. A combined search using the 7, 8, and 13 TeV analyses gives164

an observed (expected) significance of 6.3 (5.1) standard deviations.165

Based on the analyses performed at 13 TeV, the measured total cross section of tt̄H production is166

670 ± 90 (stat) +110
�100 (sys) fb, in agreement with the SM prediction of 507+35

�50 fb [31]. The combined cross167

section, as well as the cross section results of the individual analyses, extracted in the combined likelihood168

fit, are shown in Table 2 and, as ratio to the SM prediction in Figure 2. The measured total cross section of169

tt̄H production at 8 TeV is 220 ± 100 (stat) ± 70 (sys) fb, extracted from the fit used in Ref. [15]. Figure 3170

shows the tt̄H production cross sections measured in pp collisions at 8 and 13 TeV center of mass energy,171

compared to the SM prediction.172

Table 3 shows a summary of the systematic uncertainties in the 13 TeV tt̄H production cross section173

measurement. The dominant uncertainties are due to the modelling of the tt̄ + heavy flavour processes174

in the H ! bb̄ analysis [13] and the modelling of the tt̄H process, which a�ects the acceptance of the175

selection in all analyses. Further important uncertainties are due to the uncertainties on the estimate of176

leptons from heavy flavor decays, conversions or misidentified hadronic jets, mainly in the multilepton177

analysis [10], and on the jet energy scale and resolution in all analyses. The tau uncertainty a�ects the178

multilepton analysis and the template statistics uncertainty is due to limited statistics of simulated samples179

in the H ! bb̄ and multilepton analyses.180

In conclusion, the production of the Higgs boson in association with a top quark pair is observed with a181

significance of 6.3 standard deviations over the background-only hypothesis. The tt̄H production cross182

section at 13 TeV is measured to be 670 ± 90 (stat) +110
�100 (sys) fb, in agreement with the Standard Model183

prediction. This constitutes a direct observation of the Higgs boson Yukawa coupling to the top quark.184

14th May 2018 – 22:41 10
BDT had1, mγγ=125.4 GeV

Thank you!

Summary
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-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 - 79.8 fbs
-1 =  8 TeV, 20.3 fbs

SM
ttHσ/ttHσ

1− 0 1 2 3 4

Total Stat. Syst. SMATLAS

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 - 79.8 fbs

             Total       Stat.    Syst.

Combined   )
0.19

0.21
  ± 0.18 , ±   ( 0.26

0.28  ±  1.32 

H (ZZ)tt < 1.77 at 68% CL

)γγH (tt   )0.17
0.23  ±  , 0.38

0.42  ±   ( 0.42
0.48  ±  1.39 

H (multilepton)tt   )0.27
0.30  ±  , 0.29

0.30  ±   ( 0.40
0.42  ±  1.56 

)bH (btt  0.53 )±  , 0.28
0.29  ±   ( 0.60

0.61  ±  0.79 
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ttH production
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gg→H ~2.3   (MX=MH)
qq→H ~2.4   (probes high MX)

qq→VH ~2.0   (MX=MV+MH)
qq→ttH ~3.9   (phase space + MX)

tt ~3.3   (gg→tt dominates)
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Hunting the Higgs-top Yukawa coupling

 34

Direct measurement 

• Direct measurement in ttH̄  
production

2

Motivation

● A�er the Higgs discovery the main focus is on the measurement of its proper�es

● couplings to fermions and gauge bosons

● Top quark is the most strongly-coupled SM par�cle with Yt ~ 1

● Already indirect constraints on the top-

Higgs Yukawa coupling 

● assumes no new par�cles in the loop

● Direct measurement of Yt in tH 

produc�on 

● allows probing new physics in ggH 

and γγH e&ec�ve ver�ces

Higgs produc�on Higgs decay

t,b,? t,W,?

tH produc�on

Indirect constraints:

• loops in ggF and H ➔ γγ vertices;

• assuming only SM particles 
contributing to the loops.

Search for ttHMark Owen

Backgrounds

6

t̄

t

H
yt

b

b̄

W�

W+

b

b̄
t

t̄

• Background from ttbar+jets estimated using 
MC, corrected to match differential ttbar 
measurements.

• Classification is done using truth level 
information, small differences CMS / ATLAS:

 34

• H ➔ γγ: interference between top 
quark and W boson in the loop;

• ZH production and H->Zγ: 
interference between top quark and 
W-boson contribution in the loop.

• tH production:  interference 
between top-mediated and  
W-mediated diagrams;

Sensitive to yt2 

Sensitive to yt 
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Experimental challenges
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• electrons / muons:  precise (sub % level) 
energy / momentum calibration, understanding of 
identification efficiency, trigger rate;

• hadronically decaying taus:  energy calibration, 
controlling rate from misidentified jets and electrons. 

• photons:  energy calibration, precise identification, 
direction determination (pointing). 

• jets:  precise calibration (% level), stability in 
presence of large pile-up.

• missing transverse energy:  stability in 
presence of large pile-up 

• b-jets Good understanding of signal efficiency and 
misidentification rate. 

Large variety of final states - good understanding of all reconstructed objects 

t/b

g

g

H

(a)

W/Z

W/Z

q̄0

q

q̄0

q

H

(b)

Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via the (a) ggF and (b) VBF production
processes.
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Figure 2: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson production via the (a) qq̄ ! V H and (b,c) gg ! Z H
production processes.

g
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t/b

H
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t̄/b̄
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t̄/b̄
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Figure 3: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson production via the qq̄/gg ! tt̄H and qq̄/gg ! bbH
processes.

The W H and Z H production processes are collectively referred to as the V H process. Other less important
production processes in the SM that are not directly searched for, but are considered in the combination, are
qq, gg ! bbH (bbH), also shown in Fig. 3, and the production in association with a single top quark (tH)
shown in Fig. 4. The latter proceeds through either the qb! tHq (tHq) (Figs. 4a and 4b) or gb! tHW
(tHW ) (Figs. 4c and 4d) process. The tH process is expected to have a negligible contribution in the SM
but may become important in some BSM scenarios.

Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the Higgs boson decays considered in the combination are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. The decays to W and Z bosons (Fig. 5a) and to fermions (Fig. 5b) proceed through tree-level
processes whereas the H ! �� decay is mediated by W -boson or heavy quark loops (Fig. 6).

The theoretical calculations of the SM Higgs boson production cross sections and decay branching ratios
have been reviewed and compiled by the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group in Refs. [25–27] and are
summarised with their overall uncertainties in Tables 1 and 2 for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
The SM predictions of the branching ratios for H ! gg, cc and Z� are included for completeness. Though
they are not explicitly searched for, they impact the combination through their contributions to the Higgs
boson width and, at a small level, through their expected yield in certain categories.

5

H

1 Introduction

After its restart in 2015, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] has been producing proton–proton (pp)
collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of

p
s = 13 TeV, giving the collider experiments access to a so far

unexplored kinematic range. It is important to measure all accessible Standard Model (SM) processes at
the new centre-of-mass energy, compare the results to the corresponding theoretical SM predictions, and
look for deviations which might result from energy-dependent non-SM couplings. In this article, inclusive
cross-section measurements of the dominant single-top-quark production mechanism are presented.

At leading order (LO) in perturbation theory, single top-quark production is described by three subpro-
cesses that are distinguished by the virtuality of the exchanged W boson. The dominant process is the
t-channel exchange depicted in Figure 1, which is the subject of the measurements presented in this art-
icle. A light quark from one of the colliding protons interacts with a b-quark from another proton by
exchanging a virtual W boson. Since the valence u-quark density of the proton is about twice as high
as the valence d-quark density, the production cross-section of single top-quarks �(tq) is expected to be
higher than the cross-section of top-antiquark production �(t̄q). At LO, the subleading single-top-quark
processes are the associated production of a W boson and a top quark (Wt) and the s-channel production
of tb̄ and t̄b.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Representative leading-order Feynman diagrams of (a) single-top-quark production and (b) single-top-
antiquark production via the t-channel exchange of a virtual W boson (W⇤), including the decay of the top quark
and top antiquark, respectively.

In this article, measurements of �(tq) and �(t̄q) in proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy ofp
s = 13 TeV are presented. The analysis is based on the ATLAS data set collected in 2015 corresponding

to an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb=1. Separate measurements of tq and t̄q production provide sensitivity
to the parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the u-quark and the d-quark [2], exploiting the di↵erent ini-
tial states of the two processes as shown in Figure 1. In addition, the cross-section ratio Rt ⌘ �(tq)/�(t̄q)
is measured, featuring smaller systematic uncertainties than the individual cross-sections because of par-
tial cancellations of common uncertainties.

In general, measurements of single top-quark production provide insights into the properties of the Wtb
vertex. The cross-sections are proportional to the square of the coupling at the production vertex. In
the SM, the coupling is given by the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix element Vtb [3, 4]
multiplied by the universal electroweak coupling constant. Non-SM contributions can be encapsulated
by an additional left-handed form factor fLV [5], assumed to be real. The sensitivity for these non-SM
contributions could be increased for the higher centre-of-mass energy, if there is new physics at high
scales. The combined cross-section �(tq + t̄q) is determined as the sum of �(tq) and �(t̄q) and used
to determine fLV · |Vtb|. All measurements presented in this paper are based on the assumption that the
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tt+̄jets background in ttH̄(bb)
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• Powheg+Pythia8 normalised to NNLO 
prediction;

• t t ̄+b, t t ̄+bb, t t ̄+≥3b and t t ̄+B corrected 
to Sherpa+OpenLoops NLO calculation 4FS 
(massive b-quarks, g→bb from ME);

• normalisation for t t ̄+≥1b and t t ̄+≥1c 
free floating in the fit.

CMS 13 TeV tt ̄+bb measurement CMS-PAS-TOP-16-010:  
ATLAS 8 TeV tt ̄+bb measurement: Eur. Phys. J. C (2016) 76:11
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http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/TOP-16-010/index.html
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/TOPQ-2014-10/
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ttH̄(bb) uncertainties
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Uncertainty source �µ

tt̄+�1b modeling +0.46 �0.46
Background-model stat. unc. +0.29 �0.31
b-tagging e�ciency and mis-tag rates +0.16 �0.16
Jet energy scale and resolution +0.14 �0.14
tt̄H modeling +0.22 �0.05
tt̄+�1c modeling +0.09 �0.11
JVT, pileup modeling +0.03 �0.05
Other background modeling +0.08 �0.08
tt̄+ light modeling +0.06 �0.03
Luminosity +0.03 �0.02
Light lepton (e, µ) id., isolation, trigger +0.03 �0.04
Total systematic uncertainty +0.57 �0.54

tt̄+�1b normalization +0.09 �0.10
tt̄+�1c normalization +0.02 �0.03
Intrinsic statistical uncertainty +0.21 �0.20
Total statistical uncertainty +0.29 �0.29

Total uncertainty +0.64 �0.61
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ttH̄(bb) systematics
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θ∆)/0θ-θ(
2− 1.5− 1− 0.5− 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

b-tagging: efficiency NP II
: soft-term resolutionmiss

TE

b-tagging: mis-tag (c) NP I

b-tagging: efficiency NP I

Wt: diagram subtr. vs. nominal
+light: PS & hadronizationtt

Jet energy resolution: NP II
1c: ISR / FSR≥+tt

1b: shower recoil scheme≥+tt

5F vs. nominalHERPA1c: S≥+tt

3b normalization≥1b: tt+≥tt+
H: cross section (QCD scale)tt

Jet energy resolution: NP I

 0.10±1b) = 1.24 ≥k(tt+

b-tagging: mis-tag (light) NP I
H: PS & hadronizationtt

1b: ISR / FSR≥+tt

1b: PS & hadronization≥+tt

4F vs. nominalHERPA1b: S≥+tt

5F vs. nominalHERPA1b: S≥+tt

µ∆
1− 0.5− 0 0.5 1

:µPre-fit impact on 
θ∆+θ = θ θ∆-θ = θ

:µPost-fit impact on 
θ∆+θ = θ θ∆-θ = θ

Nuis. Param. Pull

ATLAS
-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs

NF(t t+̄≥1b) = 1.24 ± 0.10

NF(t t+̄≥1c) = 1.63 ± 0.23 
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ttH̄(bb) theory modelling
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• Four leading systematics from theory modeling of t t ̄+bb background; - very little 
guidance how to model additional g→bb.

• Tested various models with different predictions:  g→bb from PS, ME, mix - all give 
compatible results within uncertainties → confidence in signal extration.

Systematic source Description tt̄ categories
tt̄ cross-section Up or down by 6% All, correlated
k(tt̄+�1c) Free-floating tt̄+�1c normalization tt̄+�1c
k(tt̄+�1b) Free-floating tt̄+�1b normalization tt̄+�1b
Sherpa5F vs. nominal Related to the choice of NLO event generator All, uncorrelated
PS & hadronization Powheg+Herwig 7 vs. Powheg+Pythia 8 All, uncorrelated
ISR / FSR Variations of µR, µF, hdamp and A14 Var3c parameters All, uncorrelated
tt̄+�1c ME vs. inclusive MG5 aMC@NLO+Herwig++: ME prediction (3F) vs. incl. (5F) tt̄+�1c
tt̄+�1b Sherpa4F vs. nominal Comparison of tt̄+ bb̄ NLO (4F) vs. Powheg+Pythia 8 (5F) tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�1b renorm. scale Up or down by a factor of two tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�1b resumm. scale Vary µQ from HT/2 to µCMMPS tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�1b global scales Set µQ, µR, and µF to µCMMPS tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�1b shower recoil scheme Alternative model scheme tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�1b PDF (MSTW) MSTW vs. CT10 tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�1b PDF (NNPDF) NNPDF vs. CT10 tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�1b UE Alternative set of tuned parameters for the underlying event tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�1b MPI Up or down by 50% tt̄+�1b
tt̄+�3b normalization Up or down by 50% tt̄+�1b
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Uncertainty Source �µ
tt̄H modeling (cross section) +0.20 �0.09
Jet energy scale and resolution +0.18 �0.15
Non-prompt light-lepton estimates +0.15 �0.13
Jet flavor tagging and ⌧had identification +0.11 �0.09
tt̄W modeling +0.10 �0.09
tt̄Z modeling +0.08 �0.07
Other background modeling +0.08 �0.07
Luminosity +0.08 �0.06
tt̄H modeling (acceptance) +0.08 �0.04
Fake ⌧had estimates +0.07 �0.07
Other experimental uncertainties +0.05 �0.04
Simulation sample size +0.04 �0.04
Charge misassignment +0.01 �0.01
Total systematic uncertainty +0.39 �0.30
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ttH̄(multi-leptons) systematics
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m(γγ) - Had categories
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m(γγ) - Lep categories
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ttH̄(γγ) top candidate
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Event yields in γγ and ZZ channels
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Expected Observed

Bin tt̄H (signal) Non-tt̄H Higgs Non-Higgs Total Total

H ! ��

Had 1 4.2(11) 0.49(33) 1.76(55) 6.4(13) 10

Had 2 3.41(74) 0.69(56) 7.5(11) 11.6(15) 14

Had 3 4.70(88) 2.0(17) 32.9(22) 39.6(32) 47

Had 4 3.00(55) 3.2(31) 55.0(28) 61.3(47) 67

Lep 1 4.5(10) 0.25(9) 2.19(59) 6.9(12) 7

Lep 2 2.23(39) 0.27(10) 4.59(91) 7.1(10) 7

Lep 3 0.82(18) 0.30(13) 4.58(91) 5.70(88) 5

H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4`

Had 1 0.169(31) 0.021(7) 0.008(8) 0.198(33) 0

Had 2 0.216(32) 0.20(9) 0.22(12) 0.63(16) 0

Lep 0.212(31) 0.0256(23) 0.015(13) 0.253(34) 0
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ttH̄ signal strength per decay
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SM
ttHσ/ttHσ

1− 0 1 2 3 4 5

Total Stat. Syst. SMATLAS

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 - 79.8 fbs

             Total       Stat.    Syst.

Combined   )
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  ± 0.18 , ±   ( 0.26

0.28  ±  1.32 

)γγ →H (H tt   )0.17
0.23  ±  , 0.39

0.42  ±   ( 0.42
0.48  ±  1.41 

 VV)→H (H tt   )0.40
0.44  ±  , 0.44

0.45  ±   ( 0.59
0.63  ±  1.50 

)b b→H (H tt   )
0.53

0.54
  ± 0.30 , ± 0.61  ( ±  0.83 

)ττ →H (H tt   )0.63
0.79  ±  , 0.81

0.89  ±   ( 1.02
1.19  ±  1.36 
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ttH̄ cross-section uncertainties
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Uncertainty source ��tt̄H/�tt̄H [%]
Theory uncertainties (modelling) 11.9

tt̄ + heavy flavour 9.9
tt̄H 6.0
Non-tt̄H Higgs boson production modes 1.5
Other background processes 2.2

Experimental uncertainties 9.3
Fake leptons 5.2
Jets, Emiss

T 4.9
Electrons, photons 3.2
Luminosity 3.0
⌧ -lepton 2.5
Flavour tagging 1.8

MC statistical uncertainties 4.4
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ttH̄ likelihood curves
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ttH̄ SR yields
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ATLAS vs CMS
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Figure 1: Best fit value of the ttH signal strength modifier µttH, with its 1 and 2 standard devia-
tion confidence intervals (s), for (upper section) the five individual decay channels considered,
(middle section) the combined result for 7+8 TeV alone and for 13 TeV alone, and (lower section)
the overall combined result. The Higgs boson mass is taken to be 125.09 GeV. For the H ! ZZ⇤

decay mode, µttH is constrained to be positive to prevent the corresponding event yield from
becoming negative. The SM expectation is shown as a dashed vertical line.

defined as the negative of twice the logarithm of the profile likelihood ratio [40]. Systematic
uncertainties are incorporated through the use of nuisance parameters treated according to
the frequentist paradigm. The ratio between the normalization of the ttH production process
and its SM expectation [33], defined as the signal strength modifier µttH, is a freely floating
parameter in the fit. The SM expectation is evaluated assuming the combined ATLAS and CMS
value for the mass of the Higgs boson, which is 125.09 GeV [41]. We consider the five Higgs
boson decay modes with the largest expected event yields, namely H ! WW⇤, ZZ⇤, gg, t+t�,
and bb. Other Higgs boson decay modes and production processes, including pp ! tH+X (or
tH + X), with X a light flavor quark or W boson, are treated as backgrounds and normalized
using the predicted SM cross sections, subject to the corresponding uncertainties.

The measured values of the five independent signal strength modifiers, corresponding to the
five decay channels considered, are shown in the upper section of Fig. 1 along with their 1
and 2 standard deviation confidence intervals obtained in the asymptotic approximation [42].
Numerical values are given in Table 1. The individual measurements are seen to be consistent
with each other within the uncertainties.

We also perform a combined fit, using a single signal strength modifier µttH, that simultane-
ously scales the ttH production cross sections of the five decay channels considered, with all
Higgs boson branching fractions fixed to their SM values [33]. Besides the five decay modes
considered, the signal normalizations for the Higgs boson decay modes to gluons, charm
quarks, and Zg, which are subleading and cannot be constrained with existing data, are scaled
by µttH. The results combining the decay modes at 7+8 TeV, and separately at 13 TeV, are shown
in the middle section of Fig. 1. The overall result, combining all decay modes and all CM en-
ergies, is shown in the lower section, with numerical values given in Table 1. The table also
includes a breakdown of the total uncertainties into their statistical and systematic compo-
nents. The overall result is µttH = 1.26 +0.31

�0.26, which agrees with the SM expectation µttH = 1

arXiv:1804.02610
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)ττ →H (H tt   )0.63
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http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-17-035/index.html
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ATLAS Run 1 result
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Figure 11. Summary of the measurements of the signal strength µ for tt̄H(H → bb̄) production
for the individual H → bb̄ channels and for their combination, assuming mH = 125 GeV. The total
(tot) and statistical (stat) uncertainties of µ are shown. The SM µ = 1 expectation is shown as the
grey line.
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Figure 12. Summary of the measurements of the signal strength µ for the individual channels and
for their combination, assuming mH = 125 GeV. The total (tot) and statistical (stat) uncertainties
of µ are shown. The SM µ = 1 expectation is shown as the grey line.

fit is performed, assuming that all boson couplings scale with the same modifier κV , while

all fermion couplings scale with the same modifier κF .

The parameterisation of the couplings for the tt̄H and tH production modes and for

the different Higgs boson decay modes is taken from refs. [7, 80]. Figure 14 shows the

log-likelihood contours of κF versus κV for the combined tt̄H fit. The combination of all

analysis channels slightly prefers positive κF . Additional studies, performed to determine

the contribution of the individual analyses to the combined coupling measurement, indicate

that the tt̄H, H → (WW (∗), ττ, ZZ(∗)) → leptons analysis prefers somewhat enhanced W−

– 27 –
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fit is performed, assuming that all boson couplings scale with the same modifier κV , while

all fermion couplings scale with the same modifier κF .

The parameterisation of the couplings for the tt̄H and tH production modes and for

the different Higgs boson decay modes is taken from refs. [7, 80]. Figure 14 shows the

log-likelihood contours of κF versus κV for the combined tt̄H fit. The combination of all

analysis channels slightly prefers positive κF . Additional studies, performed to determine

the contribution of the individual analyses to the combined coupling measurement, indicate

that the tt̄H, H → (WW (∗), ττ, ZZ(∗)) → leptons analysis prefers somewhat enhanced W−
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lepton and at least one b-tagged jet, and missing transverse momentum if there is only one

b-tagged jet, whereas a hadronic selection requires a combination of jets and b-tagged jets.

Contributions from peaking non-tt̄H Higgs boson production modes are estimated from

MC simulations. The signal is extracted with a fit using the diphoton mass distribution as

a discriminant.

12.2 Correlations

Nuisance parameters corresponding to the same source of uncertainty in different analyses

are generally considered to be correlated with each other, except for the following sets:

• Nuisance parameters related to b-tagging (also c-tagging and light mis-tagging) are

considered to be independent among the analyses as different b-tagging working points

are employed.

• The electron identification uncertainty is considered to be uncorrelated between anal-

yses due to different selections used.

12.3 Results of the combination

12.3.1 Signal strength

The result of the tt̄H(H → bb̄) combination for the signal strength is µ = 1.4 ± 1.0.

The observed signal strengths for the individual tt̄H(H → bb̄) channels and for their

combination are summarised in figure 11. The tt̄ + bb̄ normalisation nuisance parameters

obtained in the all-hadronic analysis (−0.6 ± 0.8) and the leptonic analysis (+0.8 ± 0.4)

The expected significance increases from 1.0σ for the leptonic final state of tt̄H(H → bb̄)

to 1.1σ for the combined tt̄H(H → bb̄). Because the combined tt̄H(H → bb̄) best-fit value

of µ is lower than the leptonic-only value, the observed significance for the tt̄H(H → bb̄)

combination is reduced from 1.4σ (leptonic [16]) to 1.35σ (combined).

Figure 12 summarises the observed signal strength µ of the individual tt̄H channels

(H → bb̄, H → γγ and H → (WW (∗), ττ, ZZ(∗)) → leptons) and the tt̄H combination.

The observed (expected) significance of the combined tt̄H result is 2.33σ (1.53σ).

The combination of all tt̄H analyses yields an observed (expected) 95% CL upper limit

of 3.1 (1.4) times the SM cross section. The observed 95% CL limits for the individual tt̄H

channels and for the combination are shown in figure 13 and in table 9.

The result for the best-fit value is µ = 1.7± 0.8.

12.3.2 Couplings

Sensitivity to t − H and W − H couplings stems from several sources: from the tt̄H

production itself, from the Higgs boson decay branching fractions, from associated single

top and Higgs boson production processes (tHjb and WtH), where interference terms

include both the tt̄H and WWH vertices, and from the H → γγ branching fraction, where

again interferences between loop contributions from the top quark and the W boson are

present. Different channels differ in their sensitivity to these components. A two-parameter
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Combined significance:

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2016)160

